Feasibility of audio-visual teaching materials to support tennis learning
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Abstract: This study aims to produce court tennis audio-visual teaching materials and determine the effectiveness of audio-visual teaching materials to support court tennis learning. This research is development research with stages: needs analysis, data collection, product development, expert validation, product testing, product revision, and evaluation. The subjects of this study were taken using a random sampling method, amounting to 47 people. The instruments used to collect data were questionnaire sheets, expert validation sheets and further tests were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Seeing the effectiveness of the product using an experimental design with the format "one group pretest-posttest design", which does not use a comparison class but has used an initial test so that the magnitude of the effect due to the use of the product can be known with certainty. The results showed that the results of the validation of media experts, learning experts material experts were very valid and the validation of evaluation experts was quite valid. The quality of the product from the large-scale test is categorized as high. The results of the product effectiveness test show a significant and efficient increase in learning outcomes and have a fairly high attractiveness in supporting court tennis learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Sport is one of the efforts to improve the quality of Indonesian people, which is shown in the formation of morals, character, discipline, and sportsmanship as well as increasing achievements that can arouse a sense of national pride. Sport is also an inseparable part of nation building to improve the quality of human resources lee Among them are tennis court tennis is a sport that is played in a rectangular field separated by a net and uses a racket and ball (Arifianto et al., 2021; Jatra & Raibowo, 2021). Sports education is closely related to physical activity. One of the physical activities carried out by students is learning motion to master a skill. The functions of physical education and sports are biological, movement, psychological and social which are related to the concept of babalance personality development (Jeong & So, 2020). This statement makes clear that one of the functions of sports education is to learn student movement.

Learning motion requires stages to master the desired skill. conveyed that skills learning was carried out through three stages of sports education learning, namely: (1) cognitive stages, (2) associative stages, and (3) automation stages (Corbin, 2021). The cognitive stages of educators provide understanding to students about new movements, about what and how the movements are done (Adi & Fathoni, 2019, 2020a; Fathoni, 2018). The associative stage is carried out after students can answer cognitive problems and form an effective movement pattern organization tooion, by building control abilities and consistency in standing posture and self-confidence (Sunardi et al. 2021). Automation stage, after doing the exercise, students will enter the automation stage gradually, the motion has developed well and can, control the motin a short (Silva et al., 2019).
The progress of science and progress byway that is very rapid and global in nature today "forces" higher education providers to continuously improve the quality of education and learning to produce quality graduates. Higher education is required to always be responsive to changes that occur in all aspects of life. As agents of change, Universities must always be ready to change, both in terms of management, organization, and the substance of the content of their academic programs. The quality of learning carried out in tertiary institutions greatly influences the quality of education produced. Lecturers who can facilitate the learning process, relevant curriculum, teaching materials that can provide a variety of stimuli, a fun and interesting, and all interesting meaningful atmosphere are needed to achieve quality learning (Raibowo et al., 2020). The high quality of learning supports the achievement of the expected competencies.

Technology and education are two aspects that cannot be separated. Technology is part of education that can help solve problems and improve the problems and education. Technology has entered human life and society which makes it an important aspect of daily life, be it social, educational, professional, a or religious life. Therefore, learning technology has the potential to provide several learning opportunities for students and expand cognitive function (Adi & Fathoni, 2020). Thus, increasingly following the times, technology is needed to further advance the education in terms of science and technology.

One element that has a lot of influence in making it easier to achieve learning objectives is through learning media. Learning media is defined as everything that can be used to stimulate thoughts, feelings, attention, and willingness so that it can encourage the learning process in students. In addition, the media is used as a means of channeling messages from the source to the recipient of the message, so that learning can achieve the desired goals optimally. The use of learning media will make learning activities run more interesting because it makes students curious about what material is presented in the media. Utilization of learning media in the learning process can generate desire, interest, and motivation and have a good influence on the psychology of students (Ilahi et al., 2021). Learning media includes all materials and substantial resources that educators can use to apply learning methods and facilitate the achievement of learning objectives (Dwiyogo & Rodriguez, 2020). This statement indicates that using media in the learning process can generate interest and motivation in participating in the learning process. The use of media in teaching can provide access to new ideas such as how to learn, how to access information that is difficult to find, clarify difficult terms or concepts and how to present information using different learning media.

In terms of the physical education learning process, the National Association of Sports and Physical Education (Baghurst et al., 2015) recommends (1) the application of technology in physical education to help students learn the stages of movement well, (2) the technological approach is a response to changes in the learning paradigm to make students the center learning and the teacher as a facilitator. Then according to (Gabibov et al., 2020) in his research, the use of computer technology in teaching physical education can increase students' interest and motivation in exercising compared to teaching physical education using traditional methods, while (Kioumourtzoglou et al., 2022) the use of multimedia systems provides convenience in understanding and getting the best results in learning techniques and tactics in improving physical education learning outcomes. By utilizing technological devices, the visualization of teaching materials will be more attractive because they contain multimedia content (text, graphics, images, animation, sound and video). Utilization of the use of multimedia in teaching materials is proven to further improve learning outcomes. Show that "flexibility in multimedia can replace traditional textual instructions which will allow a wider range of stimuli, both verbal and visual thereby increasing student engagement in the learning situation".

This tennis lesson has varying levels of difficulty. Therefore, learning patterns must vary according to the learning material. Learning is more practical and required to master skills (psychomotor), while aspects of knowledge (cognitive) and attitudes (affective) have a very small portion. Then there are no tennis teaching materials that are integrated with the use of technology, until now teaching materials are only in the form of printed teaching materials so many students feel bored quickly and find it difficult to understand explanations from lecturers who only rely on books. The teaching materials used are passive because if difficulties arise, students must wait for the next meeting. Then on average, students do not have good initial knowledge regarding tennis, this is the first time students have played and tried tennis, so they only being given 16 meetings or ± 4 months, they cannot achieve the objectives of the learning.
METHODS

This study was a research and development, using a model developed measurement technique used in data collection using a Likert scale. The Likert scale is used to measure attitudes, opinions, and perceptions of a person or group of people about social phenomena. The expert evaluation was carried out by four experts, namely one media expert, one learning expert, one material expert in the field of tennis, and one evaluation expert. The expert evaluation here is used as a suggestion to improve the product being developed. The subject of this research was taken using random sampling method. The random sample selection of course also considers the diversity of students and their characteristics of students (Lukosch & Comes, 2019).

The data collection instrument used in this research and development uses a questionnaire to obtain data from expert subjects, including media experts, learning experts, media experts, evaluation experts, and trial data. The form of the questionnaire for each expert is different to collect data about the evaluation in the form of input, comments, criticism, and suggestions from experts (Kaliyadan & Kulkarni, 2019). The formula for processing data in the form of descriptive quantitative analysis is as follows:

\[ V = \frac{T_{sev}}{S_{max}} \times 100\% \]

Description:
- \( V \): Validity
- \( T_{sev} \): Total validator empirical score
- \( S_{max} \): Maximum expected score
- 100\%: Constant

Classification of percentages of data processing can be seen on Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>75.01 – 100 %</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
<td>Can be used without revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50.01 – 75.01%</td>
<td>Quite Valid</td>
<td>Usable with minor revisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25.01 – 50.00%</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Can’t be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>00.00 – 25.00%</td>
<td>Totally Invalid</td>
<td>Forbidden to use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the effectiveness, efficiency, and attractiveness of the developed product, the data collection instruments are as follows. *First*, to see the effectiveness of the developed product, using a pre-experimental research design in the format of "one group pretest - posttest design", which does not use a comparison class but has used an initial test so that the magnitude of the effect or effect of using the product developed can be known with certainty. The results of the pre-test and post-test to obtain data on improving learning outcomes and effectiveness by providing cognitive questions related to teaching materials. The assessment of effectiveness in this study only came to an assessment of the cognitive aspects of individual learners based on increasing understanding of concepts through cognitive tests. Furthermore, the data were analyzed using the Liliefors test (normality) with a level of \( \alpha = 0.05 \). Then the data were analyzed by using a paired t-test. Paired t-test aims to examine hypothesis testing where the data used are not independent (in pairs). Even though using the same individual, researchers still get two kinds of sample data, namely data from the first treatment and data from the second treatment (Gerald, 2018). To examine the effectiveness of the developed product, it is indicated that there is an average difference before \((X_1)\) and after \((X_2)\) given the developed product. To test whether or not there is a difference between the two sample averages, the following formula is used.

\[ t = \frac{D}{Sd/\sqrt{n}} \]

Description:
- \( t \): Value
- \( Sd \): Standard deviation difference between each pair \((X_1, X_2)\)
- \( D \): Average difference between each pair \((X_1, X_2)\)
- \( N \): Number of samples
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Second, the efficiency of using the developed product is seen based on the length of time the
learning is carried out to completion. Based on this test, the ratio of the time required (based on the time
provided based on the lesson plan) will be obtained with the time used by the students. If the ratio of
time used > 1, then learning is said to be high efficiency, and vice versa. If the time used is smaller than
the time required then the ratio is more than 1, meaning that learning is successful faster (Herliani et al.,
2021). The equations used in measuring efficiency are as follows:

\[
Learning\; efficiency = \frac{\sum Time\; required}{\sum Time\; spend}
\]

Third, the attractiveness indicator is taken from the distribution of large group trial questionnaires
with attractiveness and convenience indicators. Assessment is then carried out from the total score
obtained by each respondent divided by the total score and multiplied by the number of answer choices.
The assessment score can be obtained by using the following equation:

\[
Rating\; Score = \frac{\sum The\; score\; obtained\; by\; the\; respondent}{\sum Total\; score} \times 4
\]

The results of the average score of the assessment are then converted in the form of an assessment
statement to determine the quality and level of usefulness of the resulting product based on the opinion
of the respondents so that a conclusion can be drawn. If the highest score according to the answer choices
is 4 and the lowest score is 1 and the number of answer choices is 4, then the interval value is obtained
as follows:

\[
Interval\; value = \frac{4 - 1}{4} = 0.75
\]

The quality of attractiveness based on indicators with interval values through the conversion of
scores into assessment statements can be seen in Table 2 (Prihandono, 2018).

**Table 2. Rating Score Conversion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating Score</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.26 – 4.00</td>
<td>Very Interesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.51 – 3.25</td>
<td>Interesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.76 – 2.50</td>
<td>Less Attractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00 – 1.75</td>
<td>Not Attractive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The results of the validation by media experts, learning experts, material experts, and evaluation
experts are explained as follows. A summary of the data from the media expert's validation of the
developed product is presented in Table 3.

**Table 3. Validation Results by Media Experts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage %</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictures/Photos</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio/Voice</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design/Display</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>89.66%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average percentage of the feasibility of the product developed is 89.66%, meaning that
according to media validation, the product developed is very valid and can be used without revision. A
summary of the data from the validation of learning experts on the developed product is presented in
Table 4.
Based on the data in Table 4, it can be seen that the average percentage of the feasibility of the product developed is 83.53%, meaning that according to the learning validation, the product developed is very valid and can be used without revision. The summary of the data from the material expert validation for the developed product is presented in Table 5.

Based on the data in Table 5, it can be seen that the average percentage of the feasibility of the product developed is 78%, meaning that according to material validation, the product developed is very valid and can be used without revision. The summary of the data from the expert evaluation of the results of the evaluation of the product developed is presented in table 6.

Based on the data in Table 6, it can be seen that the average percentage of the feasibility of the product developed is 73.59%, meaning that according to the evaluation validation, the product developed is quite valid and can be used with minor revisions. There are several suggestions and revisions from the evaluation experts as follows: (1) the proportion of C1 questions is too much, they should start with C3; (2) dominant cognitive questions 1 and 2 for students should be C3-C6; (3) the evaluation product is good and suitable for students.

A small group trial instrument in the form of a questionnaire given to 15 students who were taking tennis lectures by random sampling. A summary of the results of small group and large group trials is presented in Table 7.

A large group trial instrument in the form of a questionnaire given to 47 students who were taking tennis lectures by random sampling. A summary of the results of large group trials is presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Percentage Results of Large Group Trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>75.68%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
<td>Quite Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability</td>
<td>75.55%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveience</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness</td>
<td>74.58%</td>
<td>Quite Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>76.46%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 8, the large group trial above shows the results of 74.46% and is in the very valid category. All criteria have met product eligibility so that the product developed can be used as learning media and alternative learning resources for students.

The results of the analysis of the effectiveness, efficiency, and attractiveness of the developed product are described as follows. A summary of the data from the effectiveness analysis of the developed product is presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Normality Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>L_Count</th>
<th>L_Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.1282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results of the calculation of the normality test in Table 9, pre-test and post-test data are obtained with pre-test data for the price of $L_{\text{count}} = 0.043 \leq L_{\text{table}} = 0.1282$, then the pre-test data comes from a normal distribution. Post-test data price $L_{\text{count}} = 0.015 \leq L_{\text{table}} = 0.1282$, then the post-test data comes from a normal distribution with a significant level of $\alpha = 0.05$. Thus, the researcher can conclude that the pre-test and post-test data come from a normally distributed population. Then a different test was carried out using the paired $t$-test method on the developed product.

Table 10. Different Test Results (Paired $T$-test)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Average ($x$)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{count}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Table}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>7.608</td>
<td>2.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>84.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results of the different test using paired $t$-test (see Table 10) the results between the pre-test and post-test were obtained $T_{\text{count}} = 7.608 \geq T_{\text{table}} = 2.013$, then there is a significant difference between the pre-test and post-test data and $H_0$ is rejected. So it can be concluded that the average value before using the product the average value after using the developed product. Then from the calculation data, the average pre-test ($X_1$) = 64 the average post-test ($X_2$) = 84.25. Thus, it can be stated that the product developed is effective on learning outcomes because there is a change in the increase in scores before and after using the developed product.

Then the summary of the data from the efficiency analysis of the developed product is done by looking at the learning time to achieve the completeness of the learner in studying all the material. Determination of efficiency in the required time is 90 minutes. Determination of efficiency in the time used is obtained from the average completion time of working on the problem is 47 minutes.

\[
\text{Learning efficiency} = \frac{\sum \text{Time required}}{\sum \text{Time spend}}
\]

\[
\text{Learning efficiency} = \frac{90}{47} = 1.91
\]
Based on the average value of the ratio obtained is 1.91, it shows that the efficiency is high, because the ratio obtained is more than 1. Thus, it can be concluded that the use of developed products can increase efficiency in learning time. A summary of the data from the analysis of the attractiveness of the developed product is carried out by looking at the results of the assessment of the attractiveness and convenience indicators during large group trials of the developed product. The results of the analysis on these indicators obtained an average of 78%. Furthermore, the assessment is converted in the form of an assessment statement to determine the quality and level of usefulness of the resulting product based on the opinion of the respondents so that a conclusion can be drawn. The quality of attractiveness is based on indicators with a range of data through the conversion of scores into assessment statements, with the formula:

\[
\text{Rating Score} = \frac{\sum \text{The score obtained by the respondent}}{\text{Total score}} \times 4
\]

\[
\text{Rating Score} = \frac{1611}{2160} \times 4
\]

\[
\text{Rating Score} = 3.01
\]

Furthermore, the average score of the assessment obtained is 3.01 and after being converted (see table 2) it is included in the interesting criteria, from these results it can be concluded that the product of audio-visual teaching materials to support tennis learning can attract students’ interest in learning.

The product in this development research is in the form of audio-visual teaching materials to support tennis learning. This product is presented in the form of tennis materials which consist of (1) the history of court tennis; (2) facilities and infrastructure; (3) basic tennis techniques; (4) court tennis rules and arbitration; (4) video tutorial on how to fill out score sheets; (5) rule of tennis, which contains examples of cases or problems that occur in official matches and how to solve them in accordance with existing regulations. The advantage of this teaching material is that there are various types of media, such as audio-visual. Several types of existing media are the novelties of this research because the previous research only developed and studied teaching materials from one of the media developed in this study. The researcher agrees with the statement of (Sakat, 2012) that teaching materials are made to facilitate independent learning and the teaching materials are formed into a set of printed, audiovisual, or computer-based materials (or any combination thereof). Accuracy in presenting the material is very important (Kurniawan & Trimasukmana, 2020). Because teaching materials must be relevant to the main material to be delivered (Tauba & Bafirman, 2021). The same thing was also stated by (Coleman et al., 2018) to help explain the concept of ideas and help motivate active learning participants by involving multimedia (computers, laptops and tablets). The selection of appropriate procedures involving multimedia will attract the attention of students to learn (Nind et al., 2020)

Tennis learning has the same goals in physical education learning at school, namely the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor aspects. However, these three aspects cannot be separated considering that they only focus on one aspect. The results of learning tennis courts do lead to psychomotor that is more demanding to be skilled in the ability to move tennis courts. Therefore, to produce a good psychomotor, learning stages are needed starting from cognition, association, and automation (Kasilingam et al., 2014). Cognitive aspects become the basis for developing psychomotor and affective aspects will be created if the process of psychomotor aspects which are supported by cognitive aspects runs smoothly (Raibowo et al., 2020) So that the cognitive process can be developed optimally, one solution is to utilize technology into learning, namely in the form of interactive multimedia equipped with quizzes and practice questions. The interactive multimedia is intended to support cognitive aspects that are used to facilitate, increase knowledge, and independent learning for students.

In addition, the role of technology can increase interest and motivation to learn. As revealed by (Yang, 2021) the use of computer technology in teaching physical education can increase students’ interest and motivation in exercising compared to teaching physical education using traditional methods. The developed teaching material products are also in accordance with the character of today’s students. Students prefer interactive visual teaching materials because they are categorized as digital natives, while teachers and parents are likened to “comers” in the world of digital technology (digital
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immigrants). The two experts classify the indigenous people of the digital world as young people who were born and grew up in the mid-1980s-2000s. Furthermore, these two observers of the internet and technology from Harvard Law School stated that digital natives have become accustomed to expressing their expressions through various digital media, such as cell phones (via voice and short text messages), electronic mail (e-mail), internet messages (internet messenger), blogs and also socialize with social networking sites in cyberspace, such as friendster, twitter, and facebook. The benefits of these teaching materials can help in the process of transferring information that occurs in learning in a sequential and systematic manner. This is in accordance with what was revealed (Valverde-Berrocoso et al., 2021) that teaching materials produced with the help of the use of technology (system) will appear more integrated and systematic, provide deeper and wider information for learning.

The interaction between teachers, learning resources and students can be more effective, one of which is the presence of teaching materials in learning. The same thing was also expressed by (Kızılaslan et al., 2012) to achieve curriculum targets determined by the existence of teaching materials that play an important role as the easiest source of information for students to practice what is in the material in learning. That the more choices of available learning resources will make the learning process better (Puspitarini & Hanif, 2019). Teaching materials that are integrated with technology, apart from being a learning medium, are also used as learning resources to stimulate the learning process that is abstract to concrete that can be observed directly, learners will find it easier to learn things that are concrete than abstract ones (Jaakkola & Veermans, 2015). That effectiveness refers to appropriate learning indicators (such as a certain level of achievement and fluency) to measure learning outcomes (Fauzan & Arifin, 2019). In this context, effectiveness is measured through student learning outcomes obtained before and after using the developed product.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion of this research is that the developed audio-visual teaching materials which have been validated by several experts in their field of expertise show the final results in a fairly good category with information that can be used with several minor revisions. Furthermore, the audio-visual teaching materials that have been developed are effective on learning outcomes because there is a change in the increase in scores before and after using the developed product. Then the developed audio-visual teaching materials can increase efficiency in learning time and can attract students' interest in learning. The results of this study can be used as the basis for implication of audio-visual teaching materials in tennis learning in all study programs in various universities. This research is only limited to learning tennis, further research can touch on learning related to other sports.
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